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Introduction
10.1.1 microRNA microRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of ~22nt short non-coding RNAs that regulate translational potential and stability of mRNAs in the cytoplasm (Bartel 2009; Fabian et al. 2010; Jackson and Standart 2007; . miRNA action is pervasive: they are predicted to regulate over 60% of all mammalian mRNAs (Friedman et al. 2009 ) and constitute a sizable class of regulators, e.g. ~ 2237 different miRNAs were identified in humans (miRBase release 19 in August 2012; http://www.mirbase.org/), even outnumbering kinases and phosphatases. miRNAs are first transcribed as primary transcripts (pri-miRNA), which fold into hairpin structures and are subsequently processed -first by Drosha in the nucleus and then by Dicer in the cytoplasm. These processing steps result in a ~22 nucleotide duplex in which one strand, miR*, is degraded while the mature miRNA is selectively loaded into the RNAinduced silencing complex (RISC) complex where Argonaute is the key protein that binds the mature miRNA (Figure 10 .1).
perfectly complementary to its mRNA targets, this results in mRNA cleavage between the corresponding 10th and 11th position of miRNAs. This cleavage event rarely occurs for animal miRNAs, yet this cleavage function is still intact in animals. This is illustrated by the use of chemically synthesized small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) to knock down specific genes in mammals through this mechanism. In fact, miRNA and siRNA silencing pathways share some common activities. For example, endogenous miRNAs can direct cleavage of exogenously expressed targets that contain sites of extensive complementarity, and siRNAs can function as miRNAs in mediating translational repression (Doench et al. 2003; Hutvagner and Zamore 2002) . In humans, there are four Argonaute proteins, Ago1-4, which can all mediate translation repression/mRNA decay, but only Ago2 can trigger miRNA/ siRNA-directed cleavage (Hock and Meister 2008) . These four Argonaute proteins share a common bipartite structure (Parker 2010) , where the N-terminal half containing a PAZ domain that binds the 3′ end of the miRNA and a C-terminal half containing a Mid domain that binds the 5′ end of the miRNA as well as a PIWI domain that binds to the "seed" region of the miRNA that targets mRNA (Figure 10 .1). Moreover, the C-terminal half also binds GW182, a downstream effector to mediate miRNA silencing (Eulalio et al. 2009 ).
To shed light on the potential mechanisms of miRNA functions, we and other groups have used immunostaining and live cell imaging coupled with genetics tools to dissect the localization of Argonaute proteins in different cellular conditions. In most cases examined, but with a few notable exceptions (Gibbings et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Vasudevan and Steitz 2007) , all Argonaute members are enriched in a cytoplasmic structure called GW-or P-bodies (PBs). As reviewed elsewhere in this book, PBs, are devoid of any translation machineries, but are enriched with silenced mRNAs, translational repressors and RNA decay factors that are involved in nonsense mediated decay, AU-rich element decay or miRNA silencing. In this chapter, we will first review the data on Argonaute localization, specifically focusing on its quantitation and dynamics. This is followed by a discussion on the possible roles of PBs in the context of miRNA silencing.
Quantitation of Argonaute, miRNA and mRNA target localization

Quantitation of Argonaute
To identify where miRNA-mediated silencing occurs in cells, we chose to track the localization of Ago2, the signature component of RISC that can mediate translation repression, acceleration of mRNA target decay as well as miRNA/siRNA-mediated cleavage . Several HeLa cell lines that stably expressed Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)-tagged Ago2 were generated and the one with the lowest expression was chosen for quantitation to avoid overexpression artifacts. Consistent with other observations, GFPAgo2 was enriched at punctate structures that were stained positive for Dcp1a, which is a marker for PBs, and the GFP-Ago2 intensity at PBs is 10-fold higher than the cytoplasm (Figure 10 .2). However, when the volume of PBs and the total cytoplasm were taken into account, only ~1% of cytoplasmic GFP-Ago2 was localized at PBs whereas the majority was diffusely distributed elsewhere in the cytoplasm.
To confirm these results, endogenous localization of Argonaute was examined with 4 different antibodies. Surprisingly, though Dcp1a-positive PBs are present in the parental HeLa cell line, < 10% of PBs are co-stained with Argonaute. Several other groups also reported that only a minority of PBs also stain positive for Argonaute. James and colleagues reported that on average only 1 in 7 PBs were stained positively with Ago2 in U2OS cells (James et al. 2010 ). Vasudevan and Steitz found that Ago2 though co-localized with Dcp1a in HEK293 cells when grown in serum-containing medium, Ago2 dispersed to smaller bodies that no longer co-localized with PBs upon serum starvation (Vasudevan and Steitz 2007) . Moreover, homologues of miRNA-binding Argonautes in Drosophila S2 cells (dAgo1) and Caenorhabditis elegans epidermal/neuronal cells (Alg1/2) were also found to be diffusedly distributed in the cytoplasm (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2006; Ding et al. 2005) . However, these Argonaute members localized to punctate PB-like structures in the cytoplasm only when exogenous Ago or GW182 was ectopically expressed. Similarly, GW182 is not always concentrated as punctate structures and such localization depends on the cell cycle and growth conditions (Yang et al. 2004 ). Together, this data suggest that the majority of miRNA-mediated silencing is not likely at PBs, but rather its localization seems to be sensitive to the endogenous level of Argonaute and its associated proteins.
Quantitation of mature miRNAs and siRNAs
Several approaches have been used to identify and quantitate the specific localization of mature miRNAs or siRNAs in the cytoplasm. Pillai and colleagues microinjected an in vitro transcribed, fluorescently labeled artificial precursor of let-7a into nuclei and found that 26% of the cytoplasmic fluorescent signals localized at (18%) or near (8%) PBs (Pillai et al. 2005) . However, both the active miRNA strand and the miR* strand of miRNA were equally labeled and therefore cannot easily be distinguished from each other. The signal observed at PBs could represent the accumulation site for miR* prior to degradation, rather than the active strand. Jakaymiw and colleagues labeled the antisense of a siRNA duplex and found that the labeled strand accumulated in PBs (Jakymiw et al. 2005) . In this case, it is similarly difficult to be certain that the labeled antisense strand is the one loaded into the RISC as contrasted to the one targeted for decay. Bhattacharyya and colleagues performed in situ hybridization using locked nucleic acid (LNA) probes against a highly abundant miRNA, miR122, followed by signal amplification and the accumulation of signals was observed at PBs in hepatocytes (Bhattacharyya et al. 2006) . Since the signal has been amplified in a non-linear fashion, it is also difficult to estimate the actual amount of miRNA localized in PBs. Nevertheless, these studies suggest that a fraction of mature miRNAs are present in PBs.
To avoid the ambiguous detection of inactive miRNA/miR* duplexes, or the miR* strand, and to quantitate the signal in the linear range, we have modified a well-characterized siRNA duplex that has been shown to function as a miRNA . The antisense strand is labeled with tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) at its 3′ end and the 5′ phosphate group of the passenger strand is substituted with a black hole quencher 2 (BHQ2) (Figure 10 .3). In this way, the fluorescence is quenched in the siRNA duplex form, thereby enhancing the signal detection from the active single strand. Since the 5′ phosphate group is a prerequisite for RISC loading, the substitution of the phosphate group with the quencher presumably favors the selection of the labeled antisense strand for loading into the RISC complex. The siRNA duplex was electroporated into HeLa cells and their localization was examined after 56 hours, a period that allows the decay of endosomally localized siRNAs. Using this modified siRNA, the labeled antisense strand of siRNA was not enriched nor depleted at PBs compared with the cytoplasmic background; instead the signal was diffusively distributed throughout the cytoplasm. The lack of enrichment of siRNA at PBs in HeLa is not surprising given that <10% of PBs are positively stained with anti-Argonaute antibodies (Section 10.2.1). However, we recently found that this modified siRNA can be enriched in PBs in HeLa provided that the cell line overexpresses Ago2. This new data suggest that the level of miRNA/siRNA present in PBs is sensitive to the expression level of Argonaute.
On the other hand, to examine the localization of siRNA duplex, Jagannath and Wood labeled both strands with distinct fluorophores such that they are ~6 nm apart in the native double-stranded configuration (Jagannath and Wood 2009) . Such close-proximity configuration resulted in Fluorescent Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), which requires <10 nm to occur, from the donor dye at the passenger strand to an acceptor dye at the antisense strand. Using this FRET approach, they found that the native siRNA duplex was also localized in PBs. Importantly, a control experiment was performed by transfecting an equal amount of two siRNA duplexes: (1) the same targeting siRNA duplex, but only the antisense strand was labeled with the acceptor fluorophore this time, and (2) a non-targeting siRNA that is labeled with the donor fluorophore at the passenger strand only. In this way, they delineated that the majority of the FRET signal actually came from the siRNA duplex, rather than from two individual, separated siRNA strands that were proximal by chance in PBs, given that this is physically feasible within such a small structure (~100-300 nm in diameter). The FRET signal was highest at 4 hour post-transfection and lost at 72 hour, yet, at this time point, significant repression was still observed. Consistent with our quantitation data, the miRNA/siRNA in PBs is not the only active fraction. Moreover, this data also raised the possibility that PBs could be the site where miR* and/or the passenger strand of siRNA accumulated.
Quantitation of mRNA targets
To localize repressed targets, Liu and colleagues used GFP-tagged MS2-binding proteins to track luciferase mRNA that has 24 copies of MS2-binding sites behind two tandemly arranged let-7 binding sites (Liu et al. 2005b ). The target was localized to PBs in a miRNAdependent manner. Moreover, Pillai and colleagues quantitated the in situ hybridization signal of let-7 targeted luciferase mRNA, and, similar to let-7, ~21% localized at (13%) or near (8%) PBs (Pillai et al. 2005) . We also found similar localization of the mRNA targets at or near PBs, while the rest of the signal is diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm ).
Dynamics of Argonaute and PBs
Fusion of GFP to a protein of interest not only visualizes the protein localization but also enables quantitative measurements of protein dynamics using photobleaching and photoactivation techniques as well as single-particle tracking. In this section, we will examine the kinetics of Argonaute localization in different cellular conditions, and then review data regarding the dynamics of PBs to understand its possible role in miRNA silencing.
Argonaute localization is sensitive to translation status
First, we examined the Argonaute localization upon limiting translation initiation by hippuristanol, an inhibitor of initiation factor eIF4A . Under this condition, while the intensity at PBs remains unchanged, 1.2-10.6% of GFP-Ago2 signal was localized in another cytoplasmic structure called stress granules (SGs; Figure 10 .2). SGs are aggregates of stalled initiation complexes that are enriched with poly(A)+ mRNAs and RNA-binding proteins that regulate translation potential and stability of mRNAs (Leung and Sharp 2007; Anderson and Kedersha 2008) . SG assembly is commonly induced upon multiple types of stress including oxidative stress, heat shock, viral infection and ischemia. Quantitatively, there was at least threefold more GFP-Ago2 localized to SGs than to PBs. Using our quencher-TAMRA based detection, we detected a 1.5 fold enrichment of miRNAs at SGs compared with the neighboring cytoplasmic signal, in contrast to no enrichment at PBs . Moreover, in situ hybridization showed that miRNArepressed targets also accumulated in SGs . Given that the amount of Argonaute localized at PBs did not change over the course of hippuristanol treatment, those Argonaute relocalized to SGs (along with miRNA and their targets) are likely originated elsewhere from the diffuse cytoplasm.
Biochemical data consistently showed that Argonaute proteins are associated with polyribosomes (Kim et al. 2004; Nelson et al. 2004; Olsen and Ambros 1999; Seggerson et al. 2002 ), so we then tested whether GFP-Ago2 in SGs could dynamically exchange with these submicroscopic pools of ribosome-associated mRNAs . If Argonaute proteins at SGs are in dynamic equilibrium with those in polyribosomes, we would expect addition of another translation inhibitor emetine, a drug that stabilizes the association of mRNA and polyribosomes, will shift the exchanging pool toward the polyribosomes. Indeed, these pre-formed, Argonaute-positive SGs dissociate in the presence of emetine, but the signal at PBs remains unchanged under the same conditions. Therefore, Argonaute proteins in SGs possibly originate from, and dynamically exchange with, polyribosomes in the cytoplasm.
Kinetic behaviors of Ago2 and other PB components
Given the distinct behaviors of Argonaute at PBs and SGs in association with the polyribosomes in the diffuse cytoplasm, we further examined their kinetics using photobleaching . Photobleaching is a photo-induced alteration of a fluorophore that extinguishes its fluorescence irreversibly (Lippincott-Schwartz et al. 2003) . GFP is an ideal tool to study protein dynamics because the chromophore has a high fluorescence yield and is resistant to photobleaching at low illumination. On the other hand, when excited by high illumination levels, the GFP fluorophore can be irreversibly photobleached. These properties were exploited to study the movement of non-bleached GFP fusion proteins into the bleached areas in a technique known as Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP; Figure 10 .4). Though Argonaute proteins at SGs are constantly exchanging with the diffuse cytoplasm, they exhibited much slower kinetics at PBs. The fluorescence at a single photobleached spot at an SG can be fully recovered to its initial intensity level within 6 minutes, whereas the photobleached spot at a PB never recovered during this period. Indeed, ~50% of Argonaute proteins were deemed "immobile" by FRAP analyses. Consistently, photoactivation experiments suggest that 80% of Ago2 remained at PBs, indicative of a very slow off-rate (Figure 10.4) . The immobility observed could be because (1) Argonaute anchors to fixed molecules or forms aggregates that are restricted in movement and/or (2) Argonaute is confined to a subcellular region that cannot contribute to fluorescence recovery in a separate compartment. The second scenario seems to be unlikely as decapping enzyme co-activators Dcp1a, Dcp1b and Lsm6, all of which colocalize with Ago2 at PBs, exhibit fast recoveries (Aizer et al. 2008; Andrei et al. 2005; Kedersha et al. 2005; . On the other hand, similar slow rates of exchange were observed at PBs for several Argonaute-associated proteins, including GW182, the capbinding protein eIF4E and the decapping enzyme Dcp2 (Aizer et al. 2008; Andrei et al. 2005; Kedersha et al. 2005 ). Though one GW182 is able to physically associate with multiple Argonautes through protein-protein interactions (Takimoto et al. 2009) , it is unlikely that GW182 anchors Argonaute to PBs. This is because two Argonaute mutants that are devoid of their PB localization were previously shown to be associated with GW182 at the same or greater affinity when compared with the wild-type (Liu et al. 2005a ). Instead, Argonaute may anchor to other fixed molecules or form aggregates with other proteins that are restricted in movement at PBs.
Dynamics of PBs
The understanding of Argonaute protein kinetics would not be completed without the dynamic picture of the PB structure itself. Aizer and colleagues followed the movement of PBs in multiple U2OS cell lines that stably expressing GFP-Dcp1a, RFP-Dcp1b or GFPDcp2 at a low level using single-particle tracking technique and subsequent mean square displacement (MSD) analysis (Aizer et al. 2008) . MSD analyses suggest that only few PBs were moving in a directional manner on microtubules while most were moved by diffusion yet confined to an area. In all three different stable cell lines, ~55% of PBs were confined to an area ranging up to 2μm 2 and ~30% between 2-5μm 2 . The diffusion coefficient, which describes the relative speed at which a particle moves within a defined area, was measured to be in the range of other cytoplasmic organelles (10 −3 to 10 −2 μm 2 /sec). Such slow diffusion was commonly ascribed to the crowding cytoplasmic environment (Luby-Phelps 2000). In contrast, cytoplasmic mRNPs diffuse at a much faster rate (0.1 μm 2 /sec) (Fusco et al. 2003) . As cytoplasmic mRNPs diffuse at a rate that is 100 times faster than PBs and are at least 1,000 times more abundant (Femino et al. 1998; Aizer et al., 2008) , it is likely that the random movement of both mRNPs and PBs is sufficient to explain how RNAs enters in and out of the relatively confined PBs. Moreover, unlike other cytoplasmic organelles, PBs are not enclosed with a membrane (Yang et al. 2004) , thereby allowing constant exchange of mRNPs in and out of PBs and being subjected to regulation upon cellular cues.
Argonaute protein kinetics in neuronal models
Two recent studies in neurons and in a neurodegenerative disorder model highlighted the importance of Argonaute protein localization and kinetics in miRNA activities (Cougot et al. 2008; Savas et al. 2008 ). Savas and colleagues reported that Argonaute proteins co-localized at PBs and co-purified with Huntingtin protein (Htt) (Savas et al. 2008) . Htt is commonly mutated in Huntington's disease --a dominant autosomal neurodegenerative disorder. Due to an expansion of CAG triplet in its gene, the mutant protein usually has at least additional 36 polyglutamine (polyQ) at the N-terminus. Both the normal and polyQ mutant co-purified with Ago1 and Ago2. Upon siRNA knockdown of Htt in HeLa cells or upon expression of polyQ mutants in striatal progenitor cells from mouse brain, a reduction in the number of PBs as well as silencing activities were observed. Interestingly, FRAP analyses revealed that the mobile fraction of Ago2 in PBs was reduced from 15% to 8% upon expression of the poly(Q) mutant, but the percentage of mobile fraction remained unchanged upon expression of normal Htt. The reduced mobility implies that an even smaller pool of Argonaute at PBs is available to exchange with the diffuse cytoplasm upon expression of mutant Htt, which possibly contributes to the reduction in miRNA silencing in cells with mutant Htt that model the disease.
Cougot and colleagues reported that Ago2 and Dcp1a co-localized in PB-like structures in dendrites of mammalian neurons (Cougot et al. 2008) . Consistent with our kinetic observations (Section 10.3.2), Ago2 exhibited a similar or slightly slower recovery rate in dendrites. On the contrary, though these authors found that Dcp1a exchanged rapidly with the cytoplasm in HeLa cells similar to our studies, the recovery rate of Dcp1a was very slow in the neurons. However, upon neuronal stimulation, such recovery rate of Dcp1a was dramatically increased to a similar rate as in HeLa cells and half of the Dcp1a-positive foci no longer co-stained with Ago2 within 15 minutes of stimulation (the shortest time point examined in the study). It is therefore tempting to speculate that such reduction in Ago2 enrichment in PB-like structures is related to the relief of miRNA-mediated repression previously observed upon neuronal stimulation (Schratt et al. 2006 ).
What determines Argonaute to localize at PBs?
microRNA-dependency?
To determine whether miRNA is required for Argonaute to localize to PBs, we transfected GFP-Ago2 into three clonal mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell lines that lack mature miRNAs by inactivating Dicer, the key cytoplasmic processing enzyme to generate miRNAs (c.f. Figure 1 ; . Similar to the wild-type ES cells, GFP-Ago2 were still localized to PBs that were Dcp1a-positive in Dicer −/− ES cells (Figure 10 .5). In contrast, GFP-Ago2 no longer associated with SGs in these cells (Figure 10 .5). However, in the presence of exogenously added let-7a miRNA transfected in the form of siRNAs, GFPAgo2 association with SGs was restored (Figure 10 .5). Thus, while the Argonaute localization to SG is miRNA-dependent, its localization to PBs is independent of miRNAs. This is probably because Argonaute can associate with several PB components, including GW182, cap binding protein eIF4E, translational repressor p54/rck and nonsense mediated decay factor UPF1, through direct protein-protein interactions (Chu and Rana 2006; Hock et al. 2007; Jakymiw et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005a ).
Interestingly, Dcp1a-positive PBs are still present in Dicer −/− mouse ES cells, suggesting that neither mature miRNAs nor RNA silencing are required for the formation of PBs. These ES cell data, however, are in apparent contrast with other studies, which showed that the number and size of PBs were reduced in Drosophila S2 cells (Eulalio et al. 2007 ) and HeLa cells upon depletion of key miRNA pathway proteins (Pauley et al. 2006 ). Eulalio and colleagues reported that the number of PBs cannot be restored by translational inhibitor puromycin in these S2 cells (Eulalio et al. 2007) , suggesting that the presence of mRNAs that are not undergoing translation is not sufficient to restore the PB assembly. Instead, these mRNAs must be in a repressed state with perhaps enhanced rates of degradation for the restoration. This is illustrated by the PB assembly upon transient transfection of a functional siRNA/miRNA that repress specific endogenous genes, but not with a non-targeting siRNA/ miRNA. However, it should be noted that the initial disappearance of PBs in these cells is not due to a lack of repressed targets because the depletion of specific miRNA pathway genes was mediated through RNA silencing in the first place (Eulalio et al. 2007; Pauley et al. 2006) . Therefore, the absence of microscopically visible PBs in these cells is likely a kinetic issue and the restoration of PB assembly occurs upon exceeding a critical threshold of repressed mRNP concentration. On the other hand, in the case of mouse Dicer −/− ES cells where microscopically visible PBs were observed, perhaps there are already sufficient amount of mRNA degradation/repression mediated through pathways other than RNA silencing in these cells. Consistent with this idea, depletion of translational repressors or RNA decay factors that are not apparently related to RNA silencing is sufficient to trigger PB disassembly (Chu and Rana 2006; Eulalio et al. 2007 ).
Post-translational modifications
So far, Argonaute localization to PBs was reported to be controlled by two post-translational modifications: phosphorylation and hydroxylation. Zeng and colleagues reported that Ago2 is phosphorylated at serine-387 in the PAZ domain of Ago2 (Zeng et al. 2008) . Mutating the serine to alanine resulted in a reduction of Ago2 localization to PBs. The level of Ago2 phosphorylation at this residue was increased upon arsenite-mediated oxidative stress by a downstream kinase of p38 MAPK pathway, MAPKAPK2. However, the significance of the Ago2 phosphorylation at this residue in miRNA silencing abilities and PB localization remains unclear.
On the other hand, stability of Ago2 is modulated by the prolyl 4-hydroxylation at proline-700 in the PIWI domain (Qi et al. 2008) . Mutating the proline to alanine reduced the half-life of Ago2 protein from > 10 hours to ~ 6 hours. Similarly, siRNA-mediated knockdown or genetic ablation of enzymes required for hydroxylation reduced the stability of Ago2 protein and the destabilization is mediated by proteasome. Interestingly, though these cells had the same number of Dcp1a-positive PBs, Ago2 was no longer associated with these cytoplasmic structures. Consistent with this observation, Ago2 was delocalized from PBs for proline-700->alanine mutant. Therefore, hydroxylation at this residue can potentially redirect Argonaute to PBs. Alternatively, the observed PB localization could be sensitive to the steady-state level of endogenous Ago2 (c.f. Section 10.2.1).
Hsp90 sensitivity
Even before the discovery of Argonaute function in miRNA silencing, one of the first known protein interaction partners of Ago2 was Hsp90 (Tahbaz et al. 2001) . Hsp90 is a stress-induced chaperone that assists a distinct set of ~200 client proteins to adopt their active conformations through ATP binding and hydrolysis (Taipale et al. 2010) . Several recent studies in Drosophila, human and plant cells have indicated that the HSP90 chaperone machinery facilitates the loading of siRNA duplexes into the RISC complex (Johnston et al. 2010; Landthaler 2010) . Addition of Hsp90 inhibitor, such as geldanamycin, resulted in a decrease in the steady state level of endogenous Ago2 through proteasomemediated degradation, but such decrease can be partially restored by transfecting the cells with siRNA duplex (Johnston et al. 2010) . Taken together, these data suggest that Hsp90 stabilizes unloaded Argonaute and facilitates its binding to siRNA duplex. Interestingly, two groups independently observed that Ago2 localization to PBs was abrogated upon treatment of cells with HSP90 inhibitors (Johnston et al. 2010; Pare et al. 2009 ). This delocalization again, as noted previously, coincides with the low level of steady-state level of endogenous Argonaute (c.f. Section 10.2.1 and 10.4.2.).
What are the possible roles of PBs in miRNA silencing?
Several lines of evidence suggest that PBs are not required for miRNA silencing. First, the majority of Argonaute, miRNAs and mRNA targets are diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm . Second, cells with or without microscopically visible PBs are equally competent for miRNA silencing (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2006; Chu and Rana 2006; Eulalio et al. 2007 ). Third, different aspects of miRNA silencing can be reconstituted in vitro using cell extracts that are likely to be devoid of PBs (reviewed in . So, what is the significance of PB localization of Argonaute, miRNAs and their mRNA targets?
In the context of miRNA silencing, PB most likely reflects the underlying network of interactions between different components in the pathway. Though equivalent interactions can probably occur elsewhere in the cytoplasm, the local concentration of factors that participate in related steps of miRNA silencing within a physical structure can potentially increase the overall efficiency. For example, PBs are enriched with RNA decay factors, including deadenylase Ccr4-Not complex, decapping enzyme complex and 5′->3′ exoribonuclease Xrn1. The local concentration of these factors can facilitate the miRNAmediated mRNA decay process. Yet, in many cases examined in Drosophila and human cells, disassembly of these microscopically visible structures does not result in any reduction in siRNA/miRNA-directed cleavage or miRNA-mediated repression both at protein and RNA level (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2006; Chu and Rana 2006; Eulalio et al. 2007) . Therefore, the assembly of microscopically visible PBs does not likely confer additional kinetic advantage. Instead, miRNA silencing resulting in mRNA degradation likely occurs in the cytoplasm by submicroscopic complexes that are constantly exchanging with PBs and a majority of these complexes are distributed in the cytoplasm undergoing rapid diffusion.
The existence of such submicroscopic complexes is supported by biochemical fractionation of cell extracts prepared by lysis buffer containing digitonin (Pillai et al. 2005) . The resultant pellet from high-speed (14,000 × g) centrifugation of these extracts contains the majority of Argonaute, let-7 miRNA and endogenous let-7 targets K-ras and N-ras mRNAs, along with PB components Dcp1 and Xrn1. Yet, the properties of these submicroscopic complexes must be somehow altered upon/following their entry into PBs. As demonstrated by us and others, Ago2 exhibited very slow exchange at PBs, which was not observed in diffuse cytoplasm (Section 10.3.2 and 10.3.4) . Apart from direct protein-protein interactions with other PB components, the slow-exchanging property of Argonaute proteins at PBs could be due to specific post-translation modifications (Section 10.4.2), which increase their binding affinities at PBs for mRNA degradation. Potentially, those Argonaute proteins retained at PBs can be released back to the cytoplasm in a regulated manner upon change in cellular conditions (as observed in neurons upon stimulation in Section 10.3.4).
There are precedents for PBs to act as storage repositories for specific transcripts in yeast and possibly in mammalian cells (Bhattacharyya et al. 2006; Brengues et al. 2005) . Bhattacharya and colleagues previously reported that the translation of CAT-1 mRNA is repressed by miR-122, but such repression is relieved upon amino acid starvation (Bhattacharyya et al. 2006) . Correlated with this, a subpopulation of CAT-1 mRNAs is localized at PBs when repressed by miR-122 but de-localized from PBs when de-repressed. It is possible that those CAT-1 mRNAs formally localized in PBs are relocated to polyribosomes upon amino acid starvation, given that such stress-induced translation can still occur in the presence of transcriptional inhibitors. However, this conclusion is qualified only if the majority of CAT-1 mRNA are localized in PBs at steady state. Another dilemma of this model is that neither poly(A)+ mRNAs nor the poly(A) binding protein Pabpc1 are detected in PBs by in situ hybridization and immunostaining, respectively (Anderson and Kedersha 2006; Cougot et al. 2004 ). As Pabpc1 is highly abundant (8 × 10 6 molecules per cell) and it binds to a minimum tract of 5As (Gorlach et al. 1994) , it is difficult to envisage that those miRNA-targeted mRNAs are not deadenylated upon entry to PBs (Section 10.2.3). Therefore, these transcripts would have to be protected from degradation following deadenylation in PBs and then undergo poly(A) addition by a cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerase, such as mammalian homologue of Gld-2, prior to translation.
Immunoprecipitation data showed that the associations between Argonaute proteins and other PB components, such as Dcp1a, rck/p54 and GW182, were due to protein-protein interactions, rather than through a common RNA scaffold (Chu and Rana 2006; Jakymiw et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005a; Liu et al. 2005b) . Consistent with this, we observed that the PB association with Argonaute protein does not require miRNAs (Section 10.4.1). Since PBs do not contain either ribosomal subunits or initiation factors, one possible model of RNA silencing is that the stable association of Argonaute protein and PBs keeps the bound mRNAs repressed in such a translation-incompetent environment and destined for degradation. On the other hand, the dynamic exchange and distribution of Argonaute in the total cytoplasm suggests an alternative model that silencing at the stage of translation exists elsewhere in the cytoplasm independent of PBs.
Conclusions and Perspectives
In summary, though most of the miRNA action is likely to be carried out by submicroscopic complexes in the cytoplasm, the distinct kinetics of Argonaute and its associated proteins at PBs indicate roles in translational repression and degradation of mRNAs targeted by miRNAs. To further understand such roles in PBs, it will be important to quantitate the kinetics of protein components required for miRNA silencing in relation with their posttranslational modification(s). In addition, efforts should be focused on biochemically purifying PBs such that a quantitative proteomic approach can be used to globally characterize the flux of the full complement in and out of this cytoplasmic organelle under different cellular conditions. Similar effort has previously been applied to the nucleolus, another membrane-less, RNA-rich organelle . 
